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Abstract
The paper presents the experimental study of forward sweep on the performance and stall margin of a low speed axial
flow compressor. The performance and threedimensional flow behind 10° forward sweep and 20° forward sweep rotors are
compared with baseline unswept rotor. Tipchordline sweep is employed for the current investigation. The results indicate
that low sweep angle could improve the performance in terms of pressure rise, whereas an increase in sweep angle brings
down the pressure rise from the rotor. The peak efficiency of forward swept rotors is more than the unswept rotor and well
away from the stall to be ideal for practical applications. The rotor exit flow measurements revealed that the forward sweep
causes the flow to shift towards the hub.
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The terms sweep and dihedral used in this paper
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have essentially the same meaning with respect to
turbomachinery blades as they do with respect to
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inadequacies of aerodynamic design codes.
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aircraft wings. A broad distinction of sweep comes
from the direction of tilting of blade sections along
their
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axisymmetric

stream

surfaces,

obtained by revolving the streamlines about the axis
of rotation. This can be along the direction of flow
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or perpendicular to the direction of flow, (Fig. 1).
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The movement of blade sections along the flow
direction (direction of chord) is referred to as sweep.
When the blade sections are moved along the chord

Introduction

in a direction opposite to the flow direction it
becomes a forward swept blade. When the blade

The recent trend in using aerodynamic sweep to

sections are moved along the chord in the direction

improve the performance of transonic compressor

of flow it becomes a backward swept blade. For both

blading has been one of the most significant

the cases, each blade section from hub to tip is

evolutions

in

translated linearly for a given sweep angle in such a

turbomachinery. Swept wing theory has been used

way that the amount of movement is zero at the hub

for

compressor

components
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and maximum at the tip. Sweep angle is defined as
the angle between a radial line through the hub
section center and the line connecting the blade
section centers at the hub (λ in Fig. 1).
The movement of blade sections perpendicular to
the flow direction is termed as dihedral. This again
can be of two types depending on whether the tilting
is towards the suction surface or towards the
pressure surface. In this type, the blade surface is not
perpendicular to hub or casing surfaces. Dihedral
angle ν is indicated in Fig. 1. In addition to the
above mentioned tilting directions, blade sections
can be tilted intrlea
r-θ or r - ζ planes. These angles
are termed as skew angles and the blade is referred
to as a skewed blade.
In the front stages of axial flow compressors and
in the rear stages of axial flow turbines, the annulus
wall is often conical with cone angles of up to 30° or
40° in some cases. Thus a significant amount of
sweep occurs even when the blades themselves are
radial. In addition to this if the radial blade has
stagger, then there will be dihedral as well as sweep
when it intersects a conical wall.
Smith and Yeh (1963) analyzed sweep and
dihedral effects in axial flow turbomachinery in a
simplified and detailed approach and developed the
blade designing procedure. In addition to the method
of sectioning blade at various radial locations, this
paper also presents a wall correction that has to be
applied at blade ends. Later studies regarding blade
sweep were done by Mohammed and Raj (1977) in a
low speed, low sweep environment and found that
sweep improved performance in terms of both
pressure rise and efficiency and that the stall margin
range had also increased. They also noted that the
sweep induced secondary flow was acting towards
the hub. Howell and Lakshminarayana (1976)
studied the effects of blade dihedral in axial flow
propeller pumps for two dihedral angles (15° and
20°) and found that the blade performance was
consistently reduced at each radial position. The
mean radial station was least influenced by dihedral
with tip and hub sections showing greater lift
reduction. Treaster and Smith (1985) made a
comparison of various design techniques for pumps

with skewed blades. Hah and Wennerstrom (1991)
conducted a detailed computational study of the
three dimensional flow inside a transonic compressor considering the tip clearance aspects. They
reported that sweep could increase the aerodynamic
efficiency of transonic compressors and compared
shock structure at various operating conditions for
swept and unswept rotors. A similar trend of
increased efficiency was also found by the studies of
Neubert et al. (1995) in transonic compressors.
Wadia et al. (1998) studied the effect of both
forward and aft sweep on the performance on axial
compressors and found that forward swept rotor
achieved the highest rotor alone peak efficiency and
also produced an increased stall margin. Gallimore
et al. (2002 a & b) reported flow separation near the
hub with backward sweep rotors. In their investigations forward sweep increased the blade loading near
the leading edge and lowered the blade loading near
the trailing edge at mid span. Stall margin was found
to be adversely affected by aft sweep. Beiler and
Carolus (1999) conducted both computational and
experimental investigations on axial flow fans with
skewed blades over a wider range of sweep and
skew angles. They reported that sweep reduces blade
loading and pressure rise across the rotor. They also
found that sweep results in an increased flow in the
hub region and that the axial velocity distributions
become more uniform at the exit of the rotor. In
addition, they also reported reduction in sound
power level.
Passrucker et al. (2003) reported increased
efficiency with forward swept rotor with much better
stall margin. They observed diversion of the flow
towards blade tip region, which stabilizes the flow in
that region. In related investigations, Corsini and
Rispoli (2004) used sweep as a remedial strategy to
control the aerodynamic limits in low speed axial
fan rotors. The analysis of 3-D flow structures
showed that, sweeping the blade forward, the nonfree vortex spanwise secondary flows are attenuated,
and a control on the onset of stall is recovered.
Consequently the fan operated more efficiently
approaching the throttling limit.
Sweep redistributes the
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secondary flow loss, depending on the base line. In

The main objective for which the concept of

addition, forward sweep reduces the tip loading in

forward sweep is evolved and applied for is to

terms of the static pressure coefficient, (Xu and

improve the operating range and most importantly

Chen (2005), Amano and Xu (2005)). The unloading

the stall margin characteristics of an axial flow

of the blade tip due to the forward sweep, can lead to

compressor. It is well known that the operating

high pre-stall Mach numbers if mid-span of the

range of the axial compressor is low at high speeds.

compressor is throttled, (Bergnertlea
et al. (2005)).

Fig. 1: Sweep, dihedral and skew angles in an axial flow compressor (Beiler and Carolus, 1999)

Nozzle ; 8.Hub Extension ; 9. Impeller Shaft ; lO.Rigid Flanged Coupling ; 11. Probe Traverse Mechanism
All dimensions are in mm
Fig. 2: Schematic of the test set-up
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Experimental Setup and Instrumentation
The experimental setup (Fig. 2) is a single stage
axial flow compressor consisting of a rotor followed
by downstream guide vanes. The rotor is designed to
give a forced vortex flow at constant exit absolute
flow angle, and a specific work of 425 m2/s2 at
design flow coefficient of 0.6. The rotor consisted of
twelve blades with a tip diameter of 400 mm and a
hub diameter of 200 mm fixed on an aluminum hub.
The compressor is driven by a 7.5 kW, 2900 rpm
AC induction motor. The mass flow through the
compressor is regulated by means of a throttle
control mechanism provided at the inlet. The mass
flow through the rotor is calculated from the mass
averaged axial velocity at the rotor inlet.
Tip-chord line sweep is employed for the present
investigations. In tip-chord line sweeping, the tip
section is moved along its own chord.
Proportionately each section from hub to tip is
moved along the tip-chord line direction so that the
distance through which they are moved linearly
increases from zero at the hub to maximum at the
tip.

Experimental Procedure
Traverse at the rotor inlet was done with the help
of three-hole probe and at the exit of rotor with the
help of five hole probe. A five-hole probe was
needed in order to study the three-dimensional flow
pattern behind the rotor since the radial flow become
more predominant at lower flow rates. These probes
were calibrated in a non-nulling mode in the
calibration tunnel facility available in the laboratory.
All the measurements were taken with the help of
Furness Controls, U.K. manufacturers of micromanometers (FC012).
The probe traverses were done at close intervals
from hub to tip. The wall static pressure from the
casing wall was also taken. These flow
measurements were carried out at different throttle
positions at a constant speed of 2000 rpm. From the
calibration chart, true total pressure, true static

pressure and flow direction were determined. The
temperature and pressure at the time of experiment
were also noted down to calculate the density of air.

Results and Discussion
The objective of the steady state measurements is
to study the performance, stall margin and the
operating range of an axial flow compressor when
the blades are swept forward. In addition, the
velocity and pressure distribution at the exit of the
rotors is studied in order to bring the effect of
forward sweep on the flow pattern at the traversing
locations. The experiments were conducted on rotors
with two different sweep angles of 10° forward
sweep and 20° forward sweep and the results are
compared with the baseline unswept rotor. The
comparisons are made at φ = 0.56 and φ = 0.71 in
such a way as to get a good understanding of the
mechanism of sweep at near stall and near maximum
mass flow in the operating range of the compressor.
Energy
Coefficient
vs.
Flow
Coefficient
Characteristic
In Fig. 3, the performance of the rotors is plotted
as a function of energy coefficient, ψ vs. flow
coefficient, φ. The figure reveals that 10° forward
swept rotor has developed the highest pressure rise
among all the three rotors tested. However, when the
sweep angle is further increased to 20°, the pressure
rise is reduced below the level of the baseline rotor.

Flow Coefficient, 4

Fig. 3: Flow coefficient Vs. energy coefficient
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At φ = 0.71, the total pressure rise of the 10°
forward swept rotor is higher than the unswept rotor
by about 13.5%, whereas the 20° forward swept
rotor is developing a pressure rise approximately
9.5% lower than the unswept rotor. An observation
of this kind has not been reported so far.
Investigations by Wadiatlea
et al. (1998) on transonic
compressors have indicated an increased pressure
rise from the forward swept rotor. A similar trend of
increased pressure rise was observed by Mohammed
and Raj (1977) on subsonic compressors employing
sweep angles up to 10° forward sweep. Helming
(1996), Beiler and Carolus (1999), and Yamaguchi
et al. (1993) have reported pressure reduction with
forward sweep.
When the blades are swept forward, the
component of Coriollis force parallel to the blade
surface will be reduced resulting in low boundary
layer shift towards the tip sections. The increased
performance of the 10° forward swept rotor is
expected due to the reduction in the blade boundary
layer accumulation near the tip regions and also due
to the better redistribution of the secondary flows at
the exit of rotor.
However, this explanation does not seem
adequate to explain the reason for the reduced
pressure rise from the 20° forward swept rotor. It is
known, for instance, that the loading of a swept
airfoil is theoretically reduced according to the
cosine of the sweep angle. But as far as an axial
turbomachine is concerned, the spanwise flow
caused by the swept blades will be modified on
account of the constraints of the hub and casing
surfaces. Therefore the blade loading of the swept
compressor blade would not gradually decrease
along the span as the theory of infinitely long airfoils
predicts. The interference of the swept blade in the
vicinity of a wall was addressed by Kuchemann
(1952). Later, Thwaites (1960) indicated that the
loading of a forward swept airfoil increases near a
wall.
If the above aspect is considered and the
interference of the hub and casing surfaces were not
taken into account, the 10° forward swept blades
would be developing a pressure rise 1.5% lower than

the unswept blade. Under identical conditions, the
20° forward swept blades would be developing a
pressure rise that is 6% lower than the unswept
blade. This effect is expected to be present
throughout the entire span of the blade. Even if the
tip sections with forward sweep is producing a
greater lift, it need not be reflected in the same
extent in the measurements that are taken far
downstream. "Attractive swept fan shapes usually
have low sweep angle at the hub", Beiler and
Carolus (1999), truly reflects this experimental
observation.
The concept of forward sweep is evolved to
increase the operating range and most importantly
the stall margin of the axial flow compressors. As
far as this aspect is concerned, forward sweep of 10°
though exhibited increased operating range, has not
shown any appreciable changes in the stall margin.
On the other hand, the stalling of the 20° forward
swept rotor is delayed by 8.5% as compared to the
unswept rotor thereby improving the stall margin
and operating range. Considering the increased stall
margin exhibited by the 20° forward swept rotor, the
use of forward swept blades employing still more
higher sweep angles is recommended. The lower
pressure rise developed by the 20° forward swept
rotor is not a matter of concern as the problem can
easily be tackled by an inverse design to develop the
required pressure rise, Beiler and Carolus (1999).
The flattening nature of the performance
characteristic towards low flow coefficients with
forward sweep shows that the forward swept blades
are becoming less adept to prevent radial flow of the
blade boundary layer at lower flow coefficients.
Since the nature of stall was abrupt for all the rotors
tested, the measurements were restricted only to the
stable region of the characteristic.
Efficiency vs. Flow Coefficient Characteristic
The comparison of performance in terms of
efficiency vs. flow coefficient is plotted in Fig. 4 for
the unswept, 10° forward swept and 20° forward
swept rotor. It can be seen that the efficiency of the
forward swept rotors is higher than the unswept
rotor.
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The total pressure rise coefficient across the
rotors is plotted against the radius in Fig. 5. The
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figure shows that 10° forward swept rotor developed

75

more pressure rise than the unswept rotor throughout
70

the entire blade span. With 20° forward sweep, the
0. 4
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Ο. β
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Fl ow Coef f icient , +

Fig. 4: Flow coefficient vs. efficiency

5(b)). Towards the casing, the total pressure rise of

The efficiency of 10° forward swept rotor is
higher than the unswept rotor by about 3% at φ =
0.60, whereas 20° forward swept rotor improved the
efficiency by about 4.2% from the baseline rotor at
this flow rate. Also, the peak efficiency of the
unswept rotor is found to be close to stall. This
means that the unswept rotor could not be operated
close to best efficiency point due to fear of stall. On
the other hand, both swept rotors give maximum
efficiency to the right of the stall point. An increase
in sweep angle

from

zone of high pressure rise is limited to regions near
the hub and this is observed only at φ = 0.71, (Fig.

10° forward sweep to 20°

the 20° forward swept rotor is much lower than the
unswept rotor and this is more prominent at φ =
0.56, (Fig. 5(a)).
It was pointed out earlier that a low sweep angle
could improve the performance, whereas an increase
in sweep angle reduces the pressure rise from the
rotor. The high total pressure rise of the 10° forward
swept rotor is believed to be on account of the
reduction in the blade boundary layer growth near
the tip together with the reduced secondary losses at
the exit of the rotor.

forward sweep has shifted the best efficiency point

The low total pressure rise of the 20° forward

away from the stall line. This is a definite advantage

swept rotor near the tip does not mean that forward

with forward sweep, as it is possible to operate the

sweep is not suitable to be employed near the tip

compressor at the best efficiency point without the

region. The improved stall margin as was observed

fear of compressor

with 20° forward sweep is possible only if the tip-

getting

stalled. However, a

compromise on total pressure rise has to be made in

working

the attempt to operate the

observed with a low angle of 10° forward sweep.

compressor

at

best

condition

is

improved.

This

was

not

efficiency point with forward sweep. With high
sweep angle, this aspect is also tackled to some
extent by shifting the best efficiency point towards
the stall, but well away from it. Towards stall point,
the efficiency of the swept rotors are found to reduce
with 20° forward swept rotor showing very low
values of efficiency in comparison to the other two
rotors.
The effect of forward sweep is to shift the
streamlines towards the hub. This will make the flow
pattern more uniform by increasing the flow near the
R/ R,

hub and decreasing the flow near the casing. Also,
the radial distribution of blade loading will become
more

uniform

with

forward

sweep.

The

improvement in efficiency with forward sweep is

Fig. 5(a):Variation of total pressure across rotor
(φ =0.56)
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unsw ept and the 20° fo rw ard sw ept rotor at all flow
co efficients. This w as exp ected , as the total pressure
rise w as mo re w ith the 10° fo rw ard sw ept ro to r
throughout the entire span. In order to have the same
mass flo w betw een the sw ept and unsw ept ro to rs,
the static pressure rise o f the 10° forw ard sw ept ro to r
should be high.
0.30

0.24
R/ R,

0.18

Fig. 5(b): Variatio n o f to tal pressure acro ss ro to r
(φ = 0.71)
0. 06

The co nclusio n is that high angle o f forw ard
sw eep is better as far as the p erfo rmance near the tip

0.00
0.S

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

R/ R,

is co nsidered. To w ard s the casing, vario us so urces
o f lo sses are due to tip -clearance and its influence in
the dow nstream flow p assages. This facto r has to be

Fig. 6(a): Variatio n o f static pressure acro ss ro to r
(φ = 0.56)

co nsidered befo re making a final co mment on the
pressure rise from the fo rw ard sw ept ro to r near the

0.30

casing
A no ther aspect is that 20° forw ard sw eep has
improved the pressure rise near the hub at high flow

0.24

0.18

co efficient φ = 0.71. This w as no t o bserved at φ =
0.56. The o bservatio n w as co ntrary to the exp ected
trend o f reduced pressure rise near the hub from the

0.06

forw ard sw ept ro to r due to high blade bo undary
layer grow th on acco unt o f the flow to w ards the hub.

0.00
0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.8

1.0

R/ R,

Since forw ard sw eep causes the streamlines to shift
tow ards the hub, an increased flow near the hub
could be exp ected . This increased flow near the hub
tends to minimize the seco nd ary lo sses and w ake

Fig. 6(b): Variatio n o f static pressure acro ss ro to r
( Φ = 0.71)

lo sses in this regio n in the forw ard sw ept ro to rs,
w here the d anger o f

flow

separatio n

from

the

The static pressure rise o f the 20° forw ard sw ept

hubw all is alw ays high.

blad e is lo w er than the unsw ept rotor and

Variation of Static Pressure Across Rotor

at φ = 0.71. N ear the hub and midspan, 20° forw ard

the

d ifference betw een the tw o is mo re at φ = 0.56 than

The

static pressure rise acro ss the ro to rs

is

plotted in Fig. 6 fo r the sw ept and unsw ept ro to rs.

sw ept ro to r sho w ed lo w static pressure rise than the
unsw ept ro to r.

To gether w ith to tal pressure rise, it ind icates the

Lo w values o f static pressure rise o bserved near the

mass

co mp ariso n

hub w ith 20° fo rw ard sw ept ro to r indicates that the

reveals that 10° fo rw ard sw ep t ro to r d evelo ped high

mass flow thro ugh the annulus is high. This could be

static pressure thro ugho ut the entire span than the

the o utco me o f the high bo und ary layer grow th near

flow

thro ugh

the

annulus.

A
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the hub with 20° forward swept rotor resulting in

0.9

low static pressure rise within the rotor. This effect
0.8

increases at low flow coefficients.

0.7

3"

Variation of Axial Velocity
The axial velocity distribution at the exit is
plotted in Fig. 7. The design of the blading is such

uE 0 6
0.5

that axial velocity is constant from the hub to the tip.
At all flow coefficients, axial velocity is less at the

0.4
0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Hub

1.0
Tip

hub and increases towards the tip sections. This

FUR,

radial gradient of the axial velocity increases as the
flow rate is reduced.

Fig. 7(b): Variation of axial velocity at rotor exit

At all flow coefficients the axial velocity of the

( Φ =0.71)

swept rotors is more near the hub and less near the
casing as compared to the unswept rotor. Also an
increase in sweep angle from 10° to 20° forward
sweep has made the rotor exit flow pattern more
uniform. This means that the secondary losses and
the wake losses at the rotor exit will be less with 20°
forward swept rotor than the unswept rotor. The
nearly identical axial velocity distribution between
the unswept and the 10° forward swept rotor at φ =
0.56 shows the inability of the 10° forward swept
rotor in preventing the radial boundary layer flow at
low flow rates, (Fig. 7(a)). This could be the major
reason behind identical stall margin shown by the
10° forward swept rotor and the unswept rotor. This
shows that a high sweep angle is needed to achieve a
high stall margin.

In Fig. 7(b), at φ = 0.71, the difference in the
axial velocity near the hub between the forward
swept and

the unswept

rotors

is reduced

as

compared to φ = 0.56. Again, swept blades give a
more uniform axial velocity distribution at the rotor
exit as compared to the unswept rotor. The axial
velocity for the 10° forward swept rotor is higher
than the unswept rotor near the hub up to about 20%
of the blade span, whereas 20° forward swept blade
showed high axial velocity up to about 60% of the
blade span. In the tip region, the axial velocity of the
swept rotors is lesser than the unswept rotor.
Since axial velocity distribution indicates the
mass flow through the blade channel, it can be
inferred that swept blades show low mass flow near
the tip and high mass flow near the hub as compared
to the unswept rotors. Lower axial velocity at the
rotor outlet near the tip sections is possible only if
the forward swept rotor is causing streamline shift
towards the hub.
Mohammed and Raj (1977), Yamaguchi et al.
(1993) and Beiler and Carolus (1999) have observed
low axial velocity near the hub and high axial
velocity near the casing region with forward sweep.
A similar observation was reported by Treaster and
Smith (1985) on pumps with skewed blades.

R/ R,

Fig. 7(a): Variation of axial velocity at rotor exit
(φ =0.56)

Variation of Tangential Velocity
The significance of studying tangential velocity
distribution is that it indicates the amount of energy
transfer from the blades. The rotor design is such
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that tangential velocity is constant from the hub to

At φ = 0.71, (Fig. 8(b)), the tangential velocity

the tip. The results however indicate high tangential

distributions of all rotors have come closer than at φ

velocity near the hub for all rotors as shown in Fig.

= 0.56. At φ = 0.71, 20° forward swept rotor showed

8. Though the gradient of axial velocity is high near

high tangential velocity near the hub. In the midspan

the hub,

its

magnitude

is

low.

Consequently

tangential velocity shows high values near the hub.

and tip regions, the tangential velocity distribution is
similar to that observed at low flow coefficient.
The low tangential velocity observed with 20°
forward sweep in the midspan and tip region is
partly due to increased blade boundary layer growth
in these regions. Since forward sweep causes the
flow to deflect towards the hub, the streamlines have
to move through a greater distance before it leaves
the

rotor.

This

results

in

more

pronounced

deceleration of the flow and will increase the blade
boundary

layer

thickness.

The

low

tangential

velocity magnitude observed in 20° forward sweep is
a reflection of this.
R/R,
Variation of Radial Velocity
Fig. 8(a): Variation of tangential velocity at rotor
exit (φ =0.56)

Radial velocity arises out of the imbalance
between

the radial

pressure

gradient

and

the

centrifugal force. Ideally, when we think of radial
equilibrium in an axial compressor flow, these two

0. 6

forces are assumed to be balanced, though not

o.s

practically achieved. Depending on the component
that dominates, we can have a radial outward flow or

0.4

3"

a radial inward flow. To a greater extent, the nature
of the radial flow within a compressor rotor depends

O ' 0.3

on the characteristics of the blade.
0.2

0.10.S

0.6

0.7

0.8

Hub

0.9

1.0
Tip

R/ R(
0.30

Fig. 8(b): Variation of tangential velocity at rotor
exit (φ =0.71)
At φ = 0.56, (Fig. 8(a)), the tangential velocity of
the 20° forward swept rotor is lower than the
uns wept and the 10° forward swept rotors near the
hub as compared to φ = 0.71. In the midspan
regions, the tangential velocity of the 10° forward
swept rotor showed higher values than the unswept
rotor, whereas, 20° forward swept rotor showed
lower values. This is in accordance with the radial
variation of total pressure.

0. 20
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o" 0 00
- 0. 10

• 0. 20
0.«
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0.7

0.«

0.»
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R/ R,

Fig. 9(a): Variation of radial velocity at rotor exit
(φ =0.56)
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Fig. 9(b): Variation of radial velocity at rotor exit
( Φ =0.71)
At φ = 0.71, (Fig. 9(b)), the radial velocity
magnitudes of both forward swept rotors are lower
than the unswept rotor in the midspan and the casing
regions. This is advantageous, as the transport of the
low energy boundary layer fluid towards the casing
will be reduced with the forward swept rotors. But at
low flow coefficient: φ = 0.56, (Fig. 9(a)), the radial
velocity magnitude of the 10° forward swept rotor is
more than the unswept rotor in the midspan region
indicating high transport of the blade boundary layer
fluid towards the casing. This might be the reason
behind identical stall margin of the unswept and the
10° forward swept rotor. With 20° forward swept
blade, the radial velocity magnitudes in the midspan
region are lower than the unswept blade near the
stall. Hence it could be concluded that a high angle
of forward sweep is necessary as far as a high stall
margin is concerned.

Conclusions
Forward sweep results in improved stall and
efficiency, but in this attempt total pressure rise has
to be sacrificed. Application of low sweep angle
may improve the performance in terms of pressure
rise.
The peak efficiency of the forward swept rotors
is well away from stall. This is advantageous, as the
compressor could be operated safely at the best

efficiency point without the fear of stall. Forward
sweep reduces the pressure rise near the casing and
improves the pressure rise near the hub to make the
total pressure rise uniform from hub to tip. Axial
velocity with forward sweep is low near the casing
and more near the hub to make the mass flow
through the blade channel uniform from hub to tip.
This also shows that the effect of forward sweep is
to induce the flow towards the hub.
The effect of forward sweep to prevent the blade
boundary layer flow towards the casing is more at
high flow rates. As the flow rate is reduced, this
beneficial effect of forward sweep diminishes.
Hence, application of a high angle of forward sweep
is suggested from the viewpoint of increasing stall
margin.
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